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It is believed that the interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the lower stratosphere 
are a cross-section of the asteroid belt. If it is not an artifact of stratospheric dust collection, 
the dearth of chondritic IDPs with a distinct link to any meteorite type is then at least 
surprising. There is one IDP is linked to type CI meteorites [I], two IDPs are linked to type 
CM meteorites [2,3], and three IDPs show CAI affinity [4]. The unique carbon-rich chondritic 
porous [CP] and chondritic smooth [CS] IDPs, particularly CP IDPs, show accretion textures of 
granular and polyphase units (GUS & PUS) [5,6]. I report analytical electron microscope 
observations on serial ultrathin sections of IDP L201103 lacking the typical carbon-rich GUS 
and PUS of carbon-rich IDPs. This lack of GUS indicates a low bulk-carbon content of this 
particle wherein Si and CM normalised abundances are Mg = 0.38, Fe = 0.67, Ni = 0.33, S = 
0.80 and A1 = 0.30. A a narrow (< 110 nm) discontinuous polycrystalline Fe-oxide rim and the 
vesicular texture of its sulfides indicate atmospheric entry heating of the extraterrestrial 
particle L201103 [7]. The sizes of sulfide and layer silicate grain are measured on calibrated 
transmission electron microscope negatives and expressed as the root-mean-square size [cf. 81. 
The size ranges here reported refer to the mean +/- one standard deviation. 

OBSERVATIONS. The surface of this angular, elongated (about 26.4 x 10.4 pm) IDP is quite 
irregular. The dense, poorly-lineated, matrix is characterised by lens-shaped and equant- 
angular domains of Mg,Fe-material (< 500 nm in diameter) and rare, large single-crystal Fe- 
sulfide grains (488 x 268 nm; 885 x 577 nm) that are both surrounded by coarse-grained layer 
silicates. These layer silicates plus associated coarse-grained sulfides are part of a poorly- 
crystalline matrix that also includes amorphous, microporous patches with ultrafine layer 
silicates and ibid sulfides. These two layer silicate and sulfide occurrences are distinctly 
different although they show no clear boundary. Locally the ultrafine patches are dominant. 
The proportion of Mg,Fe-domains to matrix varies among ultrathin sections. All matrix 
analyses were obtained on optically sulfide-free locations. The IDP bulk, matrix and Mg,Fe- 
domain compositions are shown Figure 1. The average A120, content in the matrix is -5 wt%. 

Sulfides. The compositions cluster at -53 at% (pyrrhotite) with < 3 at% Ni with rare grains 
up to 8 at% Ni. The cluster is smeared towards FeS which is common to sulfides in unmelted 
IDPs that were flash-heated on atmospheric entry 17]. Rare high-Ni (19-27 at%) pentlandite 
grains occur close to the Fe-oxide rim. The coarse-grained sulfides form eu- to subhedral 
grains but (u1tra)fine-grained sulfide grains are typically (sub-)circular. The size-frequency 
distribution of the sulfide grains does not reflect an original grain size distribution. Its ragged, 
skewed pattern suggests continued ripening of the original grains towards greater grain sizes. 
The steady-state size profile supports second-order growth Ostwald ripening transitional 
between a nucleation-controlled distribution and a ripening-controlled distribution [cf. ref. 91. 
Statistical analysis of sizes for 244 grains shows at least three Gaussian populations, viz. (1) 
mean = 7.7 nm, range = 2.9-25.8 nm, (2) mean = 40.7 nm, range = 31.5-49.5 nm, (3) mean = 
127.5 nm, range = 118.8-136.8 nm, and possibly (4) mean = 221.1 nm, range = 199.8-242.4 nm. 
Ultrafine layer silicates often decorate the smallest sulfide grains. 

Laver Silicates. The coarse-grained (up to 410 nm x 80 nm) anastomosing layer silicates 
generally flow around the Mg,Fe-domains and coarse pyrrhotite grains. They are smectite with 
a basal spacing of 1.37 nm (range: 0.88- 1.87 nm) and may show turbostratic layer stacking. The 
ultrafine- and fine-grained layer silicates in the poorly-crystalline matrix form (a) spikey and 
curved grains up to -30 nm long and 1-2 unit cell layers thick, (b) long (up to -60 nm) sinuous 
grains and 2-5 unit cell layers thick, and ( c )  stubby grains of more than 7-10 unit cell layers. 
The size-frequency distribution for 92 grains shows a poor fit to any type of distribution but it 
generally supports ripening in a closed system. These layer silicates include both smectite, d = 
1.23 nm (range: 1 .O-1.7 nm) and illite-smectite, d = 2.5 nm (range: 1.9-3.1 nm) (on average 6.4 
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nm thick). The smectite particle thickness is a narrow, slightly skewed (0.62), distribution with 
mean 3.65 nm (range: 1.8-5.5 nm). When crystallite growth occurs by addition of unit cell 
layers, this distribution reflects the original particle thickness [cf. ref. 91. The smectites in this 
IDP are, probably iron-rich, saponite. 

Me.Fe-Domains. The zoned domains have a granular core surrounded by an amorphous 
zone with short-range order and an amorphous zone that may contain scattered ultrafine layer 
silicates. The core is a polycrystalline aggregate of randomly-oriented single-crystals of -2-20 
nm in diameter. The Fe-content of these three units is almost constant but Mg continually 
increases, and Si decreases, from the core outwards. The reconstructed composition of the Si- 
free core is MgO = 33wt% and Fe203 = 67wt0/o which suggests the hematite-magnesioferrite 
solid solution. Lattice fringes with 0.585 nm spacing might be the magnesioferrite (1 10) plane. 

Discussion. IDP L201103 is uniquely different from carbon-rich CS IDPs. The grain size 
pattern and morphology of layer silicates and sulfides in an amorphous to poorly-crystalline 
matrix of the Bells CM2 meteorite [Brearley, pers. comm.] are similar to this IDP. Thus, IDP 
L201103 is a third particle showing a type CM petrogetzesis. Its most conspicuous feature is the 
persistent co-occurrence of similarly-sized sulfides and smectites although layer silicates are 
invariably younger than the associated sulfides. The grain sizes of both minerals define a size 
continuum albeit with distinct populations due to continued nucleation and ripening. The 
observations support aging of the IDP under diagenetic conditions (as opposed to aqueous 
and/or thermal alteration). The present data cannot constrain these conditions but they may not 
require 'elevated', or increased, temperatures. The surface free energy of the nanocrystals 
provides sufficient driving force for Ostwald ripening. Continued grain growth might establish 
solute concentrations conducive to trigger matrix nucleation. The staged smectite formation 
does not necessarily require high amounts of water. For example, ultrafine smectites might be a 
result of protonisation [lo].  These diagenetic changes require residency in a parent body 
capable of sustaining an 'elevated' thermal regime at a geological timescale. The size continuum 
with distinct groups of layer silicate and sulfide grain sizes in IDP L201103 and the matrix 
texture are consistent with crystallisation of amorphous precursor material. This grai,n size 
analysis also allows the recognition of exotic constituents. For example, rare sulfide single- 
crystals are well outside the size continuum which shows that they did not grow it1 situ. 
Similarly, the granular Mg,Fe-material may be nebular grains that accreted into this IDP. 
CONCLUSIONS. IDP L201 1 0 3  is a third particle collected in the lower stratosphere with a 
type CM petrogetzesis. It shows evidence for surface free energy driven diagenesis in 
amorphous and ultrafine-grained extraterrestrial materials prior to 'traditional' aqueous and/or 
thermal alteration. The finding of this unique IDP raises the question of a new type of parent 
body outside the asteroid belt. Conceivably extinct comet nuclei show this distinct petrogenesis. 
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FIGURE 1. The  ternary Si-Fe-Mg (wt% element) diagram 

showing the compositions of the amorphous to poorly- 

crystalline layer silicate matrix (C=coarse-grained; 
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F=fine-grained layer silicates) and the zoned Mg,Fe- 

material (C=core; M=marginal zone; R=amorphous border. Si Mg 
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